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Abstract
 !"#$%!&'(!)%*+,'%,$(!)'(#'$+-"')$(./($&!%'0(12,(3*+4'(5($&!%'(6(!$(!(-4.7!4(%."%'&,(+$(.8-

nipresent in the discourse on landscape architecture, few analytical tools exists to describe 

in a more detailed manner our perception of space and its importance in our appreciation of 

designed spaces..

9"(,*'(&)'$'",(&!&'):(9(3+44(4..;(!,(<#'$+-"'#($&!%'=($2%*(!$(!(-!)#'":(".,(!$(!(7!%;#).&(/.)(

.2)(&')%'&,+."(./($&!,+!4(.7>'%,$:(72,(!$(!($&!,+!4(.7>'%,(./(+,$(.3"(;+"#:(3*.$'('?&')+'"%'(%!"(

7'(#'$%)+7'#(/.44.3+"-(!(&*'".8'".4.-+%!4(/)!8'3.);(7!$'#(."(,*'(3.);(./(@2$$')4:(A,)!2$(

!"#(B')4'!2CD.",E0(F.)(A,)!2$(+"(&!),+%24!):(.2)(!7+4+,E(,.(8.G'(#'H"'$(,*'($,)2%,2)'$(./(,*'(

$&!,+.C,'8&.)!4(8.#'$(./(<*')'=(!"#(<,*')'=0(I*).2-*(,*'(%*!"-'$(.)(%.",+"2+,E( +"($&'%+H%(

sensory experiences that occur as we move through space, combined with distant views and 

memory of what we have already seen, we experience the garden as a succession of units 

combined into structured wholes. The garden invites motion through its spatial form, by offer-

ing the possibility for heightened experiences of ‘here’ – views, objects, spaces seen on axis 
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- and ‘there’ – views and objects in a distance, that we feel we can reach. But more subtly, the 

-!)#'"(%!"(!%%.8&!"E(,*'(,)!"$+,+."(/).8(,*'(/24H48'",(./(7'+"-(J*')'K(,.(,*'(#'$+)'(./(-.+"-(

‘there’ and enrich through such transitions our motion itself. Space is here conceived not as a 

7!%;#).&(,*!,(3'($''(!$(3'(8.G':(72,(!$(!"(+"G+,!,+."(,.(8.,+.":(!$(!($&!,+!4(#+!4.-2'(,!;+"-(

the shape of a promenade.

1E(%.87+"+"-(LM,*(%'",2)E(#'$%)+&,+."$(./(&).8'"!#'$(+"(,*'(-!)#'"(!"#(!(&*'".8'".4.-+-

%!4(#'$%)+&,+."(./($&!,+!4('?&')+'"%'(.2,4+"'#(!7.G':(9(&).&.$'(!(-)!&*+%!4(!"!4E$+$(./( .2+$(

N9OK$(3!4;(+"(,*'(-!)#'"$(,*!,(*+-*4+-*,$(,*'()+%*"'$$(./(,*'($&!,+!4('?&')+'"%'(,*!,(,*'(-!)#'"(

&).&.$'$0(D)'$'",'#(!4."-(!(,+8'4+"'(4+;'(!(82$+%!4($%.)':(,*'(!"!4E$+$(>2?,!&.$'$(,*'(8!"E(

sensory and perceptual elements that combine together through time to give the visitor a 

meaningful aesthetic experience of the garden.

The methodology developped for this study highlights the spatiality of the experience of the 

garden of Versailles. It offers tools to analyse spatial experience that can be useful for the 

$,2#E(./(!44(;+"#$(./(#'$+-"'#($&!%'$0(I*'$'(,..4$(%!"(7'(2$'#(7E($,2#'",$(,.(!"!4E$'('?+$,-

ing spaces. They help enhance their spatial awareness and sensitivity, which they can then 

exercise in their own designs.

P1!Q4R;S

 !"#$%!&'(!)%*+,'%,$(!)'(#'$+-"')$(./($&!%'0(12,(3*+4'(5($&!%'(6(!$(!(-4.7!4(%."%'&,( +$(

omnipresent in the discourse on landscape architecture, it is often treated for its social and 

%24,2)!4(!$&'%,$0(F'3(,*'.)',+%!4(3)+,+"-$(."(4!"#$%!&'(#'!4($&'%+H%!44E(3+,*(,*'($&!,+!4+,E(./(

space, and few analytical tools exists to describe in a more detailed manner our perception of 

space and its importance in our appreciation of designed spaces. Thus teaching students to 

perceive space, and to represent space, to understand what they draw in its spatial reality, is 

a real challenge faced by teachers.

9"( ,*'(&)'$'",(&!&'):( 9(3+44( 4..;(!,( ,*'(5($&!,+!4+,E(6(./(#'$+-"'#($&!%'$($2%*(!$(-!)#'"$(

3*.$'('?&')+'"%'(%!"(7'(#'$%)+7'#(/.44.3+"-(!(&*'".8'".4.-+%!4(/)!8'3.);(7!$'#(."(,*'(

3.);(./(@2$$')4(TU'4,.":(LVVVW:(A,)!2$(TLVXYW(!"#(B')4'!2CD.",E(TLVZ[W(!"#(."(\],*(%'",2)E(

theories of perception, and the consequences for analysis and teaching.

Active perception : a new paradigm
In recent years, there has been an increased interest on human-environment relations – that 

is, on the way humans relate to their surroundings. Theoretical groundings for most of this 

)'$'!)%*(/.44.3(,3.(#+$,+"%,(,)!#+,+."$0(^"(,*'(."'(*!"#:(+,(+$(*'+)(,.(!(&*'".8'".4.-+%!4(!&-

&).!%*( 7!$'#( ."(3.);( 7E(1!%*'4!)#:(B')4'!2CD.",E:( !"#(_.)7')-CA%*24,`K$( +",')&)',!,+."(

./(@'+#'--')a(3*+4'(+"$+$,+"-(."(%.)&.)'+,E:(+,(4..;$(/.)(8'!"+"-(+"(,*'(8',!&*.)+%!4()'!48(./(

+"#+G+#2!4(!"#(%24,2)!4(8'8.)E0(^"(,*'(.,*')(*!"#:(+,(/.44.3$(,*'(&$E%*.&*E$+%!4(!&&).!%*(./(

environmental psychology, which proposes a somewhat mechanical understanding of per-

%'&,+."(3*.$'(8!+"(3.);+"-(8',!&*.)(.)+-+"!,'$(/).8(%E7')"',+%$(!"#( +$(".3(#)!3"(/).8(

computer science (we can often read comparisons of brain and computer). Without always 

$,!,+"-( +,( .&'"4E:( ,*+$( !&&).!%*( )'b'%,$( !( G+$+."(./( &')%'&,+."( +"(3*+%*( ,*'(&')%'+G')$( !)'(

&!$$+G'( )'%'+G')$( ./( +"#'&'"#'",( $'"$.)E( $,+824+( /).8(3*+%*( ,*'+)(8+"#( %."$,)2%,( +""')( 5(

)'&)'$'",!,+."$(6(./(,*'(3.)4#(2&."(3*+%*(,*'E(%!"(,*'"(!%,0
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There has been, however, a recent change of paradigm in research on perception. New 

,*'.)+'$(,)E(,.(7)+"-(,.-',*')()'%'",(H"#+"-$(+"("'2).&*E$+.4.-E(!"#(,*'(&*'".8'".4.-+%!4(

!&&).!%*(./(B')4'!2CD.",E(!"#(@2$$')40((F.)(,*'(F)'"%*("'2).&*E$+.4.-+$,(1'),*.`:(5(&')-

ception is not only an interpretation of sensory messages: it is constrained by action, internal 

$+824!,+."(./(!%,+.":(>2#-'8'",(!"#(#'%+$+."C8!;+"-:(!",+%+&!,+."(./(,*'(%."$'c2'"%'$(./(!%-

,+."(60(I*2$(&')%'&,+."(+$(!"(!%,+G'(+"G.4G'8'",(./(&')%'+G')$(3+,*(,*'+)('"G+)."8'",:($*!&'#(

by their potential abilities to act that the environment affords. We perceive our environment 

,*'(3!E(3'(&')%'+G'(+,(+"($.(/!)(!$(+,(+$(8'!"+"-/24(/.)(2$(!$(4+G+"-(!"#(8.,+4'(7'+"-$0(D')%'+G-

ing is giving meaning, that is, using the word coined by the psychologist J. J. Gibson, bodily 

grasping the “affordances” of our environment, the  potential actions the qualities of our envi-

)."8'",(!44.3(Td+7$.":(LVMVW0(I*2$(+,(#.'$(".,(8!;'($'"$'(,.(,!4;(./(&')%'&,+."(."4E(+"(,')8$(

./(+"#'&'"#'",($'"$.)E($,+824+(a(1'),*.`(!##$(,.(,*'(,)!#+,+."!4(4+$,(./((HG'($'"$'$(.,*')$:($2%*(

as the sense of movement, of space, of equilibrium, of effort, of self, of decision, of responsi-

7+4+,E:(./(+"+,+!,+G'e(/.)(*+8:(5($'"$'(6(82$,(7'(,*.2-*,(./(!$(!%%.8&!"E+"-(,*'(8'!"+"-C-+G+"-(

$'"$+"-(7'+"-$(,.3!)#$(,*'(8'!"+"-/24(-.!4$(,*'E($',(,*'8$'4G'$(T1'),*.`:(LVVMW0

f8."-(,*'$'(8!"E(5($'"$'$(6:(,*'(5($'"$'(./(8.G'8'",(6(+$(&!),+%24!)4E( +8&.),!",0(9,( +"-

G.4G'$($'G')!4($'"$.)E(%*!""'4$(T$+-*,:(*'!)+"-:(82$%24!)($'"$.)$:('c2+4+7)+28($'"$.)W(3.);-

ing together to allow one to perceive one’s body and one’s body movements in a coherent 

manner. The spatial reality of the world as we perceive it is actively constructed by us as mo-

bile animal. In other words, the spatiality of the space we inhabit is a perceptual construction 

inherently connected to our capacity of movement, dependent both on our physical abilities 

and on the possibilities of movement our environment affords.

This is not a new idea, but it has recently come to the fore, in part due to the (re)discovery and 

T)'W)'!#+"-(./(&*'".8'".4.-E:(!"#(+"(&!),+%24!)(T/.)(4!"#$%!&'(!)%*+,'%,$W(./(B')4'!2CD.",E0(

B')4'!2CD.",E:(!"#(@2$$')4(7'/.)'(*+8:(+"$+$,'#(."(,*'('$$'",+!44E(7.#+4E(%*!)!%,')(./(&')%'&-

tion. For these philosophers, we perceive – or using a philosophical term, we constitute – our 

“lived-in world” as corporeal beings, whose relation to our environment is shaped by our abil-

ity to move in it. They insisted on the active, purposive nature of one’s own body, its practical 

.)+'",!,+."( ,.3!)#$(G!)+.2$( ,!$;$(!"#(-.!4$:( +,$( g!,,+,2#'=( ,.3!)#$( ,*'(3.)4#0(h'4!,+."$*+&$(

in the lived world are not causal, but ‘meaningful’ and ‘expressive’. Space as experienced is 

experienced as a multiplicity of behavioural possibilities at a given time. Going further, they 

state that the original consciousness – the original “I am” – is not as Descartes would have it, 

!"(g9(,*+";=:(72,(!"(g9(%!"=0(

These ideas were developed by the psychiatrist and phenomenologist Erwin Straus. Straus 

distinguishes two modes of being in the world, which he calls sensing and perceiving. [Gener-

ally the word ‘perception’ is used to cover what Straus calls ‘sensing’ or both ‘sensing’ and 

‘perceiving’. What Straus calls “perceiving” is generally called “cognition” - although these 

two words don’t cover exactly the same meaning] In sensing, we are immersed in the world, 

here and now; we are directed to the world in the two basic modes of uniting and separating, 

+"$./!)(!$(3'(!&&).!%*(!"#(b''0(^2)(!7+4+,E(,.(8.G'(!"#(,*'(4+8+,$(./(.2)($%.&'(./(!%,+."(/2"-

#!8'",!44E(#',')8+"'(.2)(,.,!4()'4!,+."$*+&(,.(,*'(3.)4#a(.2)($'"$'$(!)'(+,$(&!),+!4()'!4+`!,+.":(

each experienced with a different spatio-temporal form. In contrast, the world of perception is 

3.)4#(3+,*(H?'#(&).&'),+'$(+"(.7>'%,+G'($&!%'(!"#(,+8'0(9"(&')%'+G+"-:(3'(#+$,!"%'(.2)$'4G'$(

Education, research methods and approaches
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/).8(,*'(_.3(./($'"$+"-0(U'(4..;(!,(,*'(3.)4#(!$(+/(/).8(.2,$+#'(./(.2)$'4G'$:(,.()'!%*(7'-

E."#(.2)$'4G'$0(I*+$('%*.'$(,*'('?&)'$$+."$(&).&.$'#(7E(B')4'!2CD.",E:(3*'"(*'(.&&.$'$(

“spatiality of position” and “spatiality of situation”. 

Straus illustrates this distinction by the example of the space of the landscape – in which 

."'(+$(%."$,!",4E(+"(,*'(%'",)':($2)).2"#'#(7E(,*'(4!"#$%!&'(#'4+8+,'#(7E(+,$(*.)+`."(i(!"#(

the abstract and homogeneous space of geography. While the later is described in terms of 

%..)#+"!,'$:(,*'(/.)8')(+$(2"#')$,..#(+"(,')8$(./(,*'()'4!,+."$*+&$(./(,*'(.7>'%,$(8!;+"-(+,(

and located within it. These relationships are a function or the sensing being’s possibilities 

./(8.G'8'",0(I*2$(,*'(#2!4+,E(*')'(j(,*')'(+$(!()'4!,+."$*+&(7',3''"(3*')'(."'(+$(".3(!"#(

where one can go then. The twofold nature of directedness – now and then - is a fundamen-

,!4(%*!)!%,')+$,+%$(./(8.G'8'",:(3*+%*(+$(7.,*(,!;+"-(&4!%'(3+,*+"(,*'(&)'$'",(8.8'",(!"#(

#+)'%,'#(,.3!)#(,*'(/2,2)'0(I*+$(#2!4+,E(+$(!"('$$'",+!4(/'!,2)'(./(,*'(/)!8'3.);(9(&).&.$'(,.(

#'$%)+7'(,*'($&!,+!4('?&')+'"%'(.//')'#(7E(!(-!)#'":($&'%+H%!44E(,*'(-!)#'"(./(O')$!+44'$0

Walking in the gardens of versailles
D).8'"!#'(i(!(4'+$2)'4E(3!4;(3+,*(".(.,*')('"#(,*!"(+,$'4/(i(+$(,*2$(!(&)+G+4'-'#(!%,+G+,E(,.(

study spatial experience.

Despite what is often said, Versailles, since its inception, was intended as a place for deam-

bulation. Visitors could come and tour the garden. In the letters and memoirs of the courtiers, 

,*')'('?+$,(8!"E(8'",+."$(./(3!4;$(+"(,*'(-!)#'"(0(12,(,*')'('?+$,(!4$.($.8'(#'$%)+&,+."$(./(

8.)'(.)(4'$$(%.8&4','(+,+"')!)+'$(,*).2-*(,*'(-!)#'"(TA%2#k)E:(LXXVa( !(F.",!+"':(LXXVa(Fk4+-

7+'":(LXMZa(I'$$+":(LXlMa(D+-!"+.4(#'(4!(F.)%':(LM]La(!"#(.,*')$W0(I*'(8.$,(/!8.2$(."'((+$(!(

3!4;(7E( .2+$(N9O(*+8$'4/(TH-2)'(LW0(@'(4+;'#(,.($*.3(*+$(.3"(-!)#'"$:(!"#(3*'"(*'(%.24#"K,:(

he dictated the itinerary to a secretary, who would then transmit it to the guide in charge of 

-2+#+"-(,*'(-).2&(./(G+$+,.)$(T .2+$(N9O:(LVl\W0

h'!#+"-(,*'$'(#'$%)+&,+."$(".,(/.)(,*'(&.4+,+%!4(8'$$!-'(,*'E(%!))E:(72,(/.)(3*!,(,*'E(*!G'(,.(

$!E(!7.2,(,*'('?&')+'"%'(./(3!4;+"-(+"(,*'(-!)#'":(."'(%!"(#+$%.G')(+"(,*'8(#'$%)+&,+."(./(

spatial experience that corroborates that of 20th century philosophers and scientists.

Seeing with all the senses

F.)(,*'$'(G+$+,.)$(,.(,*'(-!)#'":(3!4;+"-(+"(,*'(-!)#'"(&).G+#'#(&4'!$2)'(,.(g,*'(8+"#(!"#(,*'(

senses”. While the senses most frequently mentioned by name are sight, hearing and smell, 

,*'E(!)'(-'"')!44E(8'",+."'#(,.-',*'):($2%*(!$(/.)(+"$,!"%'(/)!-)!",(b.3')$(,*!,(&4'!$'(7.,*(

sight and smell, fountains that please both sight and hearing. These parallel expressions 

)'b'%,($%+'",+$,$K(%.",'",+."(,*!,(3'(#."K,($''(+"#'&'"#'",4E(./(3*!,(3'($8'44(.)(*'!)0(9"(.2)(

perception of a fountain, we don’t just see a fountain and hear a fountain: we see the fountain 

,*!,(3'(*'!)(T.)(G+%'(G')$!W0(I*'($+-*,(./(!(/.2",!+"(+$(+"*')'",4E(4+";'#(,.(,*'($.2"#(./(,*!,(

fountain, as well as other sensory characteristics of that fountain, such as its refreshing effect, 

',%0(^2)(&')%'&,+."(./(,*'(/.2",!+"(C(,*'(/.2",!+"(!$(3'('?&')+'"%'(+,(C(+$(!43!E$(!"#("'%'$-

sarily multisensory perception.

For most of us, sight is felt to be our dominant sense, and in our descriptions of the experi-

ence of seeing, we often obliterate the multifarious characteristics of seeing. We just need 

Catherine Szanto
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to thing about the fundamental difference in the experience of seeing the same landscape 

through a closed window (when we only see it with our eyes) and an open window, where we 

!%,2!44E($''(!(4!"#$%!&'(,*!,()'$.2"#$(!"#(7)''`'$0

12,(.,*')('4'8'",$(!)'(8'",+."'#(!$(3'44:(3*+%*:(!%%.)#+"-(,.(,*'("'3(#'H"+,+."(./(&')%'&-

tion mentioned above, are to be considered as senses as well : the sense of light and shade, 

3*+%*(+$(&')%'+G'#(7E(7.,*(.2)('E'$(!"#(.2)($;+"a(,*'(;+"!'$,*',+%($'"$':(3+,*(!(G!)+',E(./(

;+"!'$,*',+%('?&')+'"%'$:($2%*(!$(-.+"-(!"#($,.&&+"-:(3!4;+"-(2&3!)#(!"#(#.3"3!)#:(-.+"-(

straight or turning right or left, etc. By listing all the different sensory experiences mentioned in 

,*'(#+//')'",(#'$%)+&,+."$:(3'(%!"(-',(!(/244($'"$.)E()'&)'$'",!,+."(./(!(3!4;(+"(,*'(-!)#'"e(3'(

could then represent on a time-line the succession of each sensory experience (for instance 

the rhythm of the succession of light and shade): we can also represent all of the different 

$'"$.)E('?&')+'"%'$(."'(7'4.3( ,*'(.,*'):(%)'!,+"-(!(-)!&*+%!4( )'&)'$'",!,+."(./( ,*'(3!4;:(

3*+%*(%.24#(7'(%!44'#:(+"(!"!4.-E(3+,*(!(82$+%!4($%.)':(!(g$'"$.)E($%.)'=(TH-2)'(\W0

Figure 1.

D4!"(./(,*'(

garden of 

Versailles 

+"(LM]](

3+,*( .2+$(

N9OK$(8.$,(

complete 

itinerary.
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Seeing with a motile body

The dynamic character of seeing has been much studied by psychologists. It appears also 

+"(,*'(#'$%)+&,+."$a()'!#+"-(A%2#k)EK$(#'$%)+&,+."(./(3*!,($*'($''$(4..;+"-(#.3"(,*'(8!+"(

!?+$:(3'(%!"("'G')(!-!+"(,*+"-(./(+,(!$(!(&!$$+G'($,!,+%(G+'3(TH-2)'(YW0(A*'(4..;$(!,(,*'(3*.4'(

space, then at an object close by, then at a space again, then at another object farther away... 

@')('E'$(!4)'!#E(3!4;(!%).$$(,*'(-!)#'"(7'/.)'($*'(#.'$0(U'(!4$.(H"#($2%*('?&)'$$+."$(

in a contemporary treatise on garden design, which recommend a spatial composition that 

invites the promenade of the eyes before that of the feet. Seeing thus involves more than the 

movement of the eye: it implies the imagined movement of the body.

Catherine Szanto

Figure 2.

Sensory 

$%.)'(./( .2+$(

N9OK$(3!4;0

Figure 3.

View down 

the main axis 

(spring 2009; 

photo by the 

author).
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9"#''#:(!$(3'(*!G'(#+$%2$$'#(!7.G':(.2)('?&')+'"%'(./($''+"-( +$( +",+8!,'4E( 4+";'#( ,.(.2)(

!7+4+,E(,.(8.G'(e(.2)('"G+)."8'",(+$(&')%'+G'#(!$($&!,+!4( +/( +,( +"G+,'$(8.G'8'",0(^2)($&!,+!4(

understanding of what we see is function of our potential bodily relationship to it, of the type 

of movement it allows, in other word, of its “affordances”. It is interesting to notice that this 

!&&'!)$(%4'!)4E(+"(,*'(#'$%)+&,+."$(./(3!4;$(+"(O')$!+44'$e(3*'"()'!#+"-(,*'(,'?,$:(3'(H"#(,*!,(

the authors describe differently the experience of seeing an object (such as a statue or a 

fountain), a space, and a panoramic view. While they all involve “seeing”, they are different 

'?&')+'"%':(+"G.4G+"-(#+//')'",(3!E$(./(4..;+"-:(7'%!2$'(.2)(&*E$+%!4:(7.#+4E()'4!,+."$*+&(,.(

what we see is potentially different.

I*'(g.7>'%,=(+$($''"(!$(!(#'4+8+,'#(8!,')+!4(g,*+"-=0(9,($,!"#$(!,(!($&'%+H%($&!,+!4(4.%!,+.":(!,(

!(%'),!+"(#+$,!"%'(/).8(.2)(.3"(&.$+,+."a(3'(%!"(%.8'(%4.$')(,.(+,:(.)(3!4;(!3!E(/).8(+,:(!$(

#'$%)+7'#(7E(A,)!2$0(U'(%!"(4..;(!,(+,(/).8(."'($+#'(.)(3!4;(!).2"#(+,(,.(4..;(!,(+,(/).8(!44(

sides. It remains independent from us, facing us, standing over there against us, preventing 

us to occupy the portion of space it occupies.

“Spaces”, on the other hand, surround us or potentially surround us: we arve inside a space, 

.)(+/(3'(!)'(.2,$+#'(!($&!%':(3'(%!"('",')(+,0(@')'(3'(H"#(!-!+"(A,)!2$K$(#2!4+,E:(72,(,!;+"-(."(

a different experiential quality: a space is something we can enter or exit.

Different again is the experience of “seeing a panoramic view”. The panoramic view is felt 

as being “beyond space”, it cannot be approached, it cannot be entered. It hovers over and 

beyond objects and spaces, separated from them by some sort of a frame: the frame can be 

the mass of woods in the foreground, woods that can be approached and entered; or it can 

7'(,*'('#-'(./(!(,'))!%'(T3*',*')($,'&$(.)(7!42$,)!#'W:(3*+%*(%)'!,'(!(;+"!'$,*',+%(4+8+,(,.(

our experience of seeing the view. The promise of seeing a panoramic view has a particularly 

$,)."-(!&&'!4e($2##'"4E(/!%+"-(+,(+$(!(&.3')/24('?&')+'"%':("'G')(4.$+"-(+,$(%*!)!%,')(./(H)$,C

,+8'(#+$%.G')E0(1'+"-(!($&!%'4'$$('?&')+'"%':(+,(,!;'$(2$(.2,(./(.2)('G')E#!E('?&')+'"%'#(

4+G'#C3.)4#a(+,(+$(!;+"(,.(,*'(8E$,+%!4('?&')+'"%'(./(7'4."-+"-(,.(!(3*.4':(.)(,.(,*'(!'$,*',+%(

'?&')+'"%'(!$(#'$%)+7'#(/.)(+"$,!"%'(7E(,*'(F)'"%*(&*+4.$.&*')(B!4#+"'E(TLVMYW0

Fluctuating perception

As we have previously discussed, our experience of seeing something and our potential 

8.G'8'",(+"()'4!,+."(,.(+,(#'H"'(,*'(3!E(3'(&')%'+G'(,*!,(,*+"-0(U'(&')%'+G'($.8',*+"-(!$(

“panoramic view” if it is beyond what is accessible space; we perceive something as “space” 

if we can potentially enter it; we perceive something as “object” if we can potentially approach 

it. Thus the same thing can be perceived differently, according to the potential motor af-

fordances it appears to offer us. A distant statue in the landscape is part of a panoramic view; 

when we notice a path leading to it, our way of seeing it changes, we see it as an object that 

3'(%!"()'!%*0(f$(3+,*(,*'(/!8.2$(.&,+%!4(+442$+."(./(h27+"K$(G!$':($''"('+,*')(!$(!(G!$'(.)(

!$(,3.(&).H4'$:(3'(%!"(&4!E(3+,*(.2)(&')%'&,+."(./(,*!,($,!,2':($''+"-j&')%'+G+"-(+,(!$(&!),(./(

a panoramic view or goal to be reached. The same “thing” can be perceived in two different 

3!E$:(,*2$('")+%*+"-(.2)(&')%'&,2!4('?&')+'"%'(./(,*'(-!)#'"0(U*'"(3'(4..;(!,(,*'($&!,+!4(

%.8&.$+,+."(./(,*'(-!)#'"(./(O')$!+44'$:(3'(H"#(!(%."$,!",(&4!E(3+,*($2%*(&')%'&,2!4(!87+-2-

ity with different formal means and at a variety of scales. The most grandiose example is that 

./(,*'(^)!"-')+'(TH-2)'(ZW0(U*'"(3'(4..;(!,(+,(/).8(,*'(7!42$,)!#'(./(,*'(2&&')(&!),'))':(,*'(
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D!),'))'(./(,*'(^)!"-')+'(!&&'!)$(!$(,*'(/.)'-).2"#(./(!(&!".)!8+%(G+'3:(/)!8'#(."(7.,*(

sides by two retaining walls and continuing beyond to the hillside. But then we might notice 

,*!,(,*'()',!+"+"-(3!44$(%!))E($,'&$(4'!#+"-(#.3"e(,*'(D!),'))'(#'(4K^)!"-')+'(,*'"(7'%.8'$(

for us a space that can be entered. We “see” the same view, but yet our perception of it has 

been changed in a fundamental way. From being a “panoramic view” that can only been 

4..;'#(!,:(+,(7'%.8'$(!(g$&!%'=(,*!,(&).G+#'$(!("'3(+"%'",+G'(,.(%.",+"2'(.2)(&).8'"!#'0

Approaching / entering : the appeal of the garden

I*'(-!)#'":(,.(7'('?&4.)'#:(*!$(,.(!3!;'"(,*'(G+$+,.)$K(%2)+.$+,E(,.3!)#(3*!,(,*'E($''(+"(,*'(

#+$,!"%':(.)(3*!,(,*'E(%!"".,($''(72,(3*.$'(&)'$'"%'(,*'E(-2'$$0(9,(*!$(,.(;''&(!3!;':(.)(

%."$,!",4E()'!3!;'":(,*'+)(#'$+)'(,.(%.",+"2'(,*'+)(&).8'"!#'0(I*'($&!,+!4(%.8&.$+,+."(./(,*'(

garden must offer distant reachable goals there ; goals that, upon being reached, can offer 

the aesthetic experience of here.

While the role of “objects” and of “panoramic views” as reachable goals is easy to understand, 

the role of “spaces” in our perception of the spatial composition of the garden is a more com-

plex affair.

A&!%'( +$($''"j&')%'+G'#(!$($2)).2"#+"-(2$:(.)(&.,'",+!44E($2)).2"#+"-(2$e(3'( ,*2$( g;".3=(

whether we are “inside” a space (and able to leave it and to exit) or “outside” a space (and 

able to enter it). Thus a space, perceived as a space, is understood as a distinct unit, distin-

guished from what it is not, delimited, delineated, and separated from its surrounding. The 

#'$%)+&,+."$(./(3!4;$($*.3(,*!,(,*'(-!)#'"(./(O')$!+44'$(+$(&')%'+G'#(!$(!($')+'$(./(#+$,+"%,(

$&!,+!4(2"+,$0(9,$(#+//')'",(&!),$(!)'(-+G'"($&'%+H%("!8'$:(!"#(,*'(3!4;$(!)'(#'$%)+7'#(!$(-.+"-(

from one named unit to the next one, as exiting one spatial unit and entering another.

Even though they are not surrounded by walls, spatial units are perceived as distinct units 

because they are perceived as having some sort of limits that distinguish them from their 

$2)).2"#+"-0(m"+,$(!)'(2"#')$,..#(!$($2%*(,*).2-*(%.",+"2+,+'$(!"#(#+$%.",+"2+,+'$(+"(&!),+%2-

4!)('?&')+'",+!4(8.#!4+,+'$0(I*'(#+$%.",+"2+,+'$(#'H"'(,*'+)(7.2"#!)+'$(!$(."'('",')$(.)('?+,$(

them and the continuities give them internal coherence as one remains within them. The pas-

sage from one unit to the next can be made perceptible by the presence of a distinct gateway, 

such as an archway in an arbor or a couple of dominant vertical element (topiary, vases, 

statues) on either side of the path, that physically narrows our accessible space as we cross 

+,0(12,(+"(!(8.)'($27,4'(3!E:(+,(%!"(7'(8!#'(&')%'&,+74'(7E(!(#'H"+,'(%*!"-'(+"(!,(4'!$,(."'(

character, such as a change in the dimensions and proportions of the spatial void (passing 

Catherine Szanto

Figure 4.

View of the 

D!),'))'(./(

,*'(^)!"-')+'(

(spring 2008).
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Figure 5a.

View of the 

Enceladus 

(summer 2009).

/).8(!(3+#'(!"#(.&'"('"G+)."8'",(,.(!("!)).3(!44'Ea(/).8(!(7).!#')(!44k'(,.(!("!)).3')(."'a(

from an open space with views on several sides to one with no views); in the qualities of the 

spatial void (the texture and structure of the delimitations; the soil; the presence, the rhythm, 

.)(,*'(4'G'4(./()'H"'8'",(./(,*'(.)"!8'",!,+."Wa(,*'(&!$$+"-(/).8(4+-*,(,.($*!#'a(,*'(,'?,2)'(

./(,*'($.+4(."(3*+%*(."'(3!4;$a(!(%*!"-'(+"(/)!-)!"%'a(!(%*!"-'(+"($.2"#:(+,$(4'G'4:(c2!4+,E:(

%*!)!%,')+$,+%$:(#+)'%,+."a(!(;+"!'$,*',+%(%*!"-':($2%*(!$(,2)"+"-(.)(3!4;+"-(2&(.)(#.3"($,'&$0(

A'G')!4($'"$.)E(#+$%.",+"2+,+'$(%!"(*!&&'"($+824,!"'.2$4Ea(-.+"-(/).8(!"(.&'"(!44k'(,.(!(

covered one is felt simultaneously as a change in the proportions of the spatial void, in which 

,*'(G+'3(.)(4!%;(./(G+'3(./(,*'($;E(&4!E$(!"(+8&.),!",().4'a(!(%*!"-'(+"(,*'(4'G'4(./(4+-*,a(72,(

!4$.(!(%*!"-'(+"(,*'(,'8&')!,2)'(/'4,(."(,*'($;+"a(!"#(8!E7'(!4$.(!(%*!"-'(+"(,*'(c2!4+,E(./(

sound. This redundancy reinforces the sense of passage from one realm to another. Thus a 

sensory discontinuity is not just a change in sensory experience, but perceived as a spatially 

meaningful “entering” experience.

Such sensory discontinuities occur in the garden at different scales. Within the garden, we 

perceive clearly when we leave a wide open parterre with views to the countryside beyond the 

-!)#'":(,.('",')(!("!)).3(!44k':(#'4+8+,'#(."(,*'($+#'(7E(3!44$(./(-)''"')E(!"#(."4E(.&'"(!,(

,*'(/!)('"#a(.)(3*'"(3'(4'!G'(!"(!44k'(,.('",')(!(7.$c2',:(."'(./(,*'(3..#'#($c2!)'$(./(,*'(

garden, where we are completely surrounded by tall vegetation without any view beyond. But 

3'(H"#(,*+$(!4$.(!,(,*'($%!4'(./('!%*(./(,*'(+""')(-)''"()..8$(+"$+#'(,*'(7.$c2',$e(2&."(4'!G-

+"-(!(8!+"(!44k':(3'(/.44.3(!("!)).3(&!,*(+"(!(#+//')'",(#+)'%,+."a(,*'(&!,*(8+-*,(7'($27#+G+#'#(

into two entities by a change in direction. At the end of the path, we reach the inner garden; 

we are still completely surrounded by tall vegetation – showing us that we are still within the 

same bosquet – but the dimensions, proportions and characteristics of the space we are 

about to enter are different. Each of these inner gardens is itself structured into subspaces, 

3*+%*(3'($2%%'$$+G'4E('",')(7E(*!G+"-(,.(%*!"-'(#+)'%,+.":(-.(#.3"($,'&$:(',%0(^"'('?!8&4'(

./(!(%'",)!44E(.)-!"+`'#($&!%'(+$(,*'(7.$c2',(./(n"%'4!#2$:("!8'#(!/,')(,*'(%'",)!4($,!,2'(

)'&)'$'",+"-(,*'(d)'';(8E,*.4.-+%!4(-+!",(n"%'4!#2$(TH-2)'([!W0(I*'($&!%'(+$(.)-!"+`'#(3+,*(

several concentric layers, each offering a distinct sensory experience. First the outer space 

is a pergola, with several openings (windows or doorways) towards the centre. Then, inside 

the pergola is a terrace, limited on one side by the pergola itself, and on the other by steps 

8!);'#(!,(,*'(!"-4'$(7E(/.2",!+"$:(%)'!,+"-(!(#+$,+"%,+G'($.2"#('"G+)."8'",0(I.('",')(,*'(+"-

nermost area surrounding the basin of Enceladus, we need to go down these steps, and we 

H"#(.2)$'4G'$(+"(!(#+//')'",($.2"#('"G+)."8'",:(7'+"-($2)).2"#'#(7E(/.2",!+"$(."(!44($+#'$0(

Entering the bosquet of Enceladus is thus made up of a succession of entering spaces. This 

'?&')+'"%'(%!"(7'()'&)'$'",'#(!4."-(!(,+8'C4+"'(TH-2)'$([7W(!"#(!"('?&')+'",+!4($%.)':(TH--

ure 5c), graphically similar to the sensory score presented above.
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I*2$( ,*'( '?&')+'"%'( ./(3!4;+"-( +"( ,*'( -!)#'"( +$( !( $2%%'$$+."( ./( '?&')+'"%'$( ./( '",')+"-(

and exiting spaces, setting oneself reachable goals - distant objects and panoramic views, 

$&!%'$( ,.(7'('",')'#(C(!"#('G'",2!44E( )'!%*+"-( ,*'80(U'(H"#(*')'( ,*!,( ,*'(#2!4+,E(*')'( j(

there mentioned by Straus: each spatial “thing” (object, spatial unit or panoramic view) of-

/')$(!()+-*,(&.+",(./(G+'3:(/).8(3*+%*(+,(%!"(7'($''"(j(&')%'+G'#(!"#(2"#')$,..#(/.)(3*!,(+,(+$(

better than from any other location. The right point of view is a function of both the physical 

characteristics of that thing and the possibilities of movement its environment affords us. We 

feel we have reached the thing when we have reached the right point of view: we experience 

!($'"$'(./(*!G+"-()'!%*'#(.2)(-.!4:(./(*!G+"-(/24H44'#(.2)(#'$+)'(C(!($'"$'(./(g@')'=0(9/(3'(/''4(

attracted by a panoramic view beyond a terrace delimited by a balustrade, as in the case of

Catherine Szanto

Figure 5b.

Time-line 

./(,*'(3!4;(

in the Bosquet 

of the 

Enceladus.

Figure 5c.

Experiential 

score of the 

3!4;(+"(,*'(

Bosquet of 

the Enceladus.
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,*'(^)!"-')+'(8'",+."'#(!7.G':(3'(3+44(%).$$(,*'(,'))!%'(2",+4(3'()'!%*(+,$(4+8+,e(3'(,*'"(/''4(

we have “reached” the panoramic view, although the location where we stand is a function not 

as much of the view as of the balustrade which doesn’t allow us to go further. The panoramic 

view was a “There” for us as long as there was a space for us to cross to come closer to it; it 

became an overwhelming “Here” when we reached the limit of that space.

As one moves through the garden, the memory of what was already perceived, the corporeal 

memory of the path, the expectations of what remains to be seen, combine to create the 

$&!,+!44E(8'!"+"-/24(,.,!4('?&')+'"%'0(I*).2-*(,*'(%*!"-'$(.)(%.",+"2+,E(+"($&'%+H%($'"$.)E(

experiences that occur as we move through space, combined with distant views and memory 

of what we have already seen, we experience the garden as a succession of units combined 

into structured wholes. The garden invites motion through its spatial form, by offering the pos-

sibility for heightened experiences of ‘here’ – views, objects, spaces seen on axis - and ‘there’ 

– views and objects in a distance, that we feel we can reach. But more subtly, the garden can 

!%%.8&!"E(,*'(,)!"$+,+."(/).8(,*'(/24H48'",(./(7'+"-(J*')'K(,.(,*'()'"'3'#(#'$+)'(./(-.+"-(

‘there’ and enrich through such transitions our motion itself.

Conclusion: implications for teaching
Spatial experience offered by a composed space such as a garden is a time succession of a 

rich variety of simultaneous sensory experiences. The experience is meaningful insofar at it is 

understood as a spatial composition of objects, spatial units and panoramic views, perceived 

as such according to our possible bodily involvement with them. The meaning of a space is 

fundamentally spatial before being social or conceptual.

Following post-modernity’s insistence on conceptual meaning and narrative, this inherently 

spatial meaning of space has often been forgotten - either as self-evident, or as secondary 

- leading to designs that had no spatial narrative to offer to the visitor’s experience, or as a 

support for its conceptual narrative, which then needed verbal (written) explanation.

U*+4'(./,'"(#'$+-"('?')%+$'$(!)'(+"$&+)'#(7E(,*'(g$&!%'(G$(&4!%'=(#'7!,'(!"#(!$;($,2#'",$(

to imagine a project based on some superimposed and originally not spatial narrative to cre-

!,'(g8'!"+"-/24=($&!%'$:(+"(8E()'$'!)%*(9(4..;'#()!,*')(!,(,*'($&'%+H%!44E(g$&!,+!4(8'!"+"-=(

of spaces, that is, a meaning that appears in grasping a space as a coherent unit in relation 

to our potential motile involvement with it. The examples of analysis shown in this paper are 

presented as tools to understand already built spaces. But, by helping students to develop 

their sensitivity of spatiality, they can also become tools of design. A sensory analysis such as 

,*!,($*.3"(."(H-2)'(L(&).&.$'$(,.(-.(7!%;(,.(.2)(&)+8!)E("."CG')7!4('?&')+'"%'(./($&!%'0((

This type of representation has, to my mind, several pedagogical values: it allows one to 

forget the plan, and it gives another understanding of what a “good design” can be: not pri-

8!)+4E(!(g-..#(4..;+"-(&4!"=:(72,((!($&!%'(,*!,(!44.3$(/.)()+%*(!"#(G!)+'#($'"$.)E('?&')+'"%'0(

9,(*'4&$(!3!;'"($,2#'",$K($'"$+,+G+,E(,.(,*'(&.,'",+!4('?&')+'",+!4()+%*"'$$(./(,*'($&!%'$(,*'E(

encounter and enhance their ability to create spatially rich and meaningful designs unfolding 

+"(,+8'0(f"!4E$+$(./('?+$,+"-($&!%'$(4..;+"-(/.)(,*'($2%%'$$+."(./($&!,+!4('?&')+'"%'$($2%*(!$(

,*.$'(8'",+."'#(!7.G'(T!&&).!%*+"-(j()'!%*+"-(!(-.!4a('",')+"-(!($&!%'W(.)(.,*')$:(%!"(4'!#(

students to design gardens as a succession of experiential moments - as a form of spatial 

"!))!,+G'0(F.)(+/(.2)($&!,+!4('?&')+'"%'(+$(,.(7'(2"#')$,..#(!$(!("!))!,+G':(,*+$($*.24#(7'(H)$,
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of all a spatial narrative, to which, eventually (but not necessarily) a conceptual narrative can 

7'(!##'#0(A&!%'($*.24#(".,(7'(%."%'+G'#(!$(!(7!%;#).&(,*!,(3'($''(!$(3'(8.G':(72,(!$(!"(

+"G+,!,+."(,.(!($&!,+!4(#+!4.-2'(,!;+"-(,*'($*!&'(./(!(&).8'"!#'0
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